
The "love house"，J-1602 type，sound control dog no barking device 

 

Dogs are human friends, It brings endless joy and comfort to the owner, Sometimes it will 

be barking for no reason, quarreled neighbors. Is there any way to keep it quiet? 

The "love house"，J-1602 type，sound control dog no barking device, It is through the 

sound to trigger the work, When the dog barking continuously, the device is triggered, 

issued 8 seconds harsh ultrasound (people can not hear, the dog can hear), This makes 

the dog feel uncomfortable, but is absolutely no harm to the dog. After repeated times, the 

dog will establish a conditioned reflex, it knows that this sharp noise is due to their barking 

caused, and then it is no longer easily barking. J-1602 uses the sound accumulation 

trigger mode, A separate dog barking or the surrounding noise does not trigger this device. 

Only three consecutive dogs above the dog will be triggered, so that the effective filter out 

because of the environment noise or occasional call caused by the dog mistakenly 

triggered, so as not to disturb your dog for no reason. Considering that some of the 

environment is not convenient to install the power outlet, J-1602 using mains or lithium 

battery.  

Installation method: The device should be placed at 1-4 meters near the kennel ,can also 

be hung on the wall (Fig 1), Although it has a certain degree of rainproof performance，It 

should be placed on no rain, not wet and difficult to meet the place.  
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Instructions 

Boot: Open the cover behind J -1602, toggle switch to the bottom of the DC file, the device 

is powered on, the device power supply for the built-in lithium battery; if set to the top of 

the ON file is also boot, then the device power supply for the external electricity (Also for 

the battery charge), then the charger should be connected and plugged into the socket. 

The OFF file is powered off. 

After power on, the blue power indicator at right side of the "window" will light，Then 

blowing on small round hole in the skylight, the machine can trigger, "door" will issue two 

ultrasonic waves, lasts for 8 seconds. And the red light on the left of" window" will lit (Fig 

2). Switch to OFF file is off; The leftmost SENSITIVITY in the cover is the sensitivity 

handle. left turn down, right turn up. The factory has been transferred to the appropriate 

location, if not necessary, please do not arbitrarily adjusted. 

 

 

 



Charging: Plug the charger into the POWER & CHARGE hole in the J-1602 rear cover 

(other chargers are not available), and the toggle switch can be recharged in any gear. 

Under normal circumstances, a full charge can be standby for a week, if the ambient noise 

is too large, will shorten the standby time. Lithium battery can be charged 800-1000 times, 

It's better to charge once every 3-4 days, charging 4-6 hours each time. Lithium battery 

has been configured protection board, if the charging time is too long also no problem, 

The device needs to be charged in time, and turn off the power when not in use. 

 

Charger parameters:  IN AC 100V ~ 240V; OUT DC8.4V / 500mAH 

lithium battery： 2x1200mAh/ 7.4V / 18650 

Sound pressure： 2*125dB 

Quiescent Current： 7mA 

Working current： 260mA 

 

Attention:   

1. Don’t emit ultrasonic wave to your ears directly! This can let people feel uncomfortable. 

And you'd better not teasing the dog with this product. 

2. When the blue power indicator is off, charge it in time. Please ensure that the battery is 

sufficient and power switch button on “OFF” 

 

Note: J-1602 is an upgraded version of J-1302, compared to the J-1302 increase the 

built-in lithium battery, enhance the output power, beautify the appearance of the shape. 

As the dog's sensitivity to ultrasound is different, the effect is also different. For most dogs, 



the use of the day will be effective. A few dogs will take about a week to establish a 

conditioned reflex. But there are still a handful of dogs that may need you to spend more 

time and more patience to discipline. 

 

When the power indicator on the right side of the window changes from blue to purple or 

pink, the maximum charge time is 6-8 hours and the power indicator turns blue. 


